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Abstract— This study applies Systems Thinking (ST) and its 

tools to define and validate a case study in the early phase of a 

complex socio-technical research project. We used ST and other 

tools, including a stakeholder interest map, context diagram, 

and Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview, Owner, 

and Environment (CATWOE) analysis. These tools are the 

foundation of ST systemigrams, which is a top-down approach. 

Further, we support ST with data analysis, which is a bottom-

up approach. In this context, we collected and analyzed failure 

data. We applied machine learning in terms of Natural 

Language Processing (NLP), Frequent Pattern Growth 

Algorithm (FBGL) for association rule mining, and the Gensim 

model to cluster the failure data. The case study indicates that 

both approaches complement each other as we apply them in an 

iterative and recursive manner. Data analysis supports ST, and 

ST guides the data analysis. Furthermore, ST implementation 

facilitates understanding, communication, and decision-making 

regarding the case study and its multiple units of analysis. 

Moreover, we adapt Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model to articulate 

the tacit knowledge within the Company using Systemigrams, 

canvas in the form of A3s, and post-its. We adopted the Systems 

Engineering methodology to construct the canvas we used in the 

workshops and interviews.  

Keywords- Case study; Systems Thinking; systemigram; 

failure data; data analysis; machine learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is an extended version of the article presented 
at the Modern Systems Conference 2022. The conference 
paper aims to apply Systems Thinking (ST) to validate a case 
study definition in the early phase of a complex socio-
technical research project, where the case is an Automated 
Parking System (APS) [1]. ST is a process focusing on 

understanding the problem and its aspects and relations 
among these aspects as a whole [2]. In this context, Barry 
Richmond, one of the pioneers of ST, mentioned that it is 
essential for a systems thinker to look at the tree and forest 
simultaneously [3]. In other words, ST focuses on synthesis 
by analyzing the whole system, its parts, and its dynamic 
behavior. Synthesis is one of the foundations of ST, 
emphasizing parts, things, or aspects to understand them 
through the context of their relationships. On the other hand, 
the analysis focuses on dealing with one part, thing, or aspect 
as a system using reductionism. Reductionism is a process of 
breaking down a system into its elemental part, then 
describing the whole as a sum of its elementary parts of the 
system [4].  

However, the system as a whole is more significant than 
the sum of its parts, things, or aspects [5]. In this context, a 
system can be complex, a problem definition for a case study, 
etc. The contribution of this extended version is applying both 
ST and analysis in a complementary manner. ST, which is a 
top-down approach, guides failure data analysis. Failure data 
analysis, which is a bottom-up approach, supports ST. In other 
words, ST and data analysis support and guide each other in 
an iterative and recursive manner. In addition, the extended 
version addresses tacit knowledge articulation from the 
Company’s key persons in terms of data and visualization 
using ST and Systems Engineering (SE) methodologies. The 
International Council on SE (INCOSE) defines SE as 
“Systems Engineering is a transdisciplinary and integrative 
approach to enable the successful realization, use, and 
retirement of engineered systems, using systems principles 
and concepts, and scientific, technological, and management 
methods.” [6] 
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We use systemigrams, an ST tool, for this articulation, 
where we use SE methodology to construct a virtual board 
using tools such as a canvas in the form of A3s and post-its 
described in section IV. This implementation enhances the 
understanding of the case study in breadth through ST and SE 
and in depth through data analysis.  

This research uses a case study within a complex socio-
technical project called H-SEIF 2 [7]. H-SEIF stands for 
“Harvesting value from big data and digitalization through the 
Human Systems Engineering Innovation Framework.” H-
SEIF 1, the first research project, focused on developing new 
human-centered SE methods to cope with the rapid increase 
of socio-technical complexity within the systems and market 
needs [8]. H-SEIF 2, the following research project, focuses 
on digitalization, enabling data-supported early decisions and 
capturing value from big data. The H-SEIF 2 research project 
seeks to enhance the companies’ product development process 
through relevant industry cases. The research initiative uses 
an industry-as-laboratory method and includes two 
universities and nine companies from various fields. Defining 
and early validating the case study is essential to ensure the 
research project's success as it facilitates a Company’s active 
participation and sharing of all needed data. Ali et al. [9] are 
also one of the foundations of the H-SEIF 2. That research [9] 
showed the value of analyzing data to close the feedback loop 
to the early phase of the product development process.  

The Company’s case study delivers Automated Parking 
Systems (APS), mainly in metropolitan cities. Metropolitan 
cities can benefit from Automated Parking Systems (APS) 
since there is a shortage of available land and a need for more 
parking spaces [10]. However, APSs frequently fail for two 
reasons: when used often and when the end-user is unfamiliar 
with the APS. Additionally, some mechanical issues cause the 
APS to malfunction [2][3]. An APS has a higher failure rate 
than a conventional system. Consequently, there is a 
requirement to raise APS reliability [13].  

This research applies ST and its tools to define and 
validate a case study early using ST and other tools, including 
systemigrams. Systemigrams also aided in articulating the 
Company's tacit knowledge in terms of data and visualization. 
In addition, we used a canvas in the form of A3s and post-its 
for this articulation using a virtual board. We used SE 
methodology to construct the canvas in the form of A3s, and 
we used post-its in the digital workshops. This articulation is 
crucial to maintain the knowledge management process in the 
Company, which is vital for a competitive advantage and 
survival. 

Moreover, we supported the ST application with data 
analysis. In this context, we collected and analyzed failure 
data using machine learning. We used machine learning in 
terms of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [14] and further 
association rule mining to discover patterns and co-occurrence 
among the failure data, as the data are mainly in a text-free 
format that is logged by the maintenance personnel. We used 
the Frequent Pattern Growth (FPG) algorithm for association 
rule mining. In addition, we clustered the failure data using 
machine learning using the Gensim model. 

A. Introduction to the Company Where We Conducted 

the Research  

The Company is a small and medium-sized enterprise that 
delivers APS in Scandinavia, mainly Norway and Denmark. 
The Company has more than 36 parking installations. The 
Company primarily provides semi-automated parking 
systems, the System-of-Interest (SOI) for this study, which we 
refer to as APS in the rest of the paper. The Company is 
transitioning to manufacturing its parts instead of getting the 
parts from suppliers. In this transition, the Company’s vision 
is to install sensors to develop a Condition-Based 
Maintenance (CBM) system. The Company believes that this 
vision will give the ability to increase the Company’s market 
share for the whole of Europe. In addition, the Company 
believes that being a first mover in this direction will allow the 
Company to sell the CBM as a service to other industries. 
Further, they see it as a build-up toward a digital twin. 

The Company uses an Excel file to log the failures called 
failure data for each parking installation. The challenge is to 
investigate the value of this data. Due to the complexity of the 
data, it can be called big data [9]. The use of (big) data will 
enhance the APS’s reliability. This enhancement adapts to 
earlier data-driven decisions in product development and 
maintenance [15].  

The research questions for this study are as follows: 
RQ1: How can we define and validate a case study early, 

including its multiple units of analysis using Systems 
Thinking and its tools? 

RQ2: How can we articulate tacit knowledge? 
RQ3: How can we support Systems Thinking with data 

analysis? 
Many authors suggest using Soft System Methodology 

(SSM) to develop a conceptual model. ST and its tools, mainly 
systemigrams, use SSM as a methodology [16]–[18]. Thus, 
ST implementation and its tools, primarily a systemigram, is 
a conceptual model.  

The structure of the paper after the introduction section is 
as follows: (II) Background section with an informal literature 
review, (III) Research methodology section explaining case 
study research and Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology, 
(IV) results and analysis section that includes: (a) articulating 
tacit knowledge (b) Systems Thinking implementation (c) 
data analysis results, (V) a thorough discussion in the relation 
of the research questions, and ultimately (VI) conclusion. The 
paper has a detailed data analysis methodology in Appendix 
A. 

II. BACKGROUND 

     The background section provides informal literature, 

starting with defining ST and its tools, mainly the 

systemigram, then explaining the data, and information, 

ending by illustrating knowledge taxonomy and Nonaka and 

Takeuchi’s model of knowledge creation regarding tacit 

knowledge articulation. The informal literature review 

illustrates the two disciplines, i.e., ST and data analysis. Many 

authors addressed a lack of empirical research to apply the two 

disciplines [19][20]. This research addresses this gap by 
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implementing both disciplines. In addition, we address tacit 

knowledge articulation in terms of data and visualization 

using ST and SE methodologies. 

A. Systems Thinking (ST) 

In 1994, Barry Richmond introduced ST as a term. He 
defined ST as the “art and science of making reliable 
inferences about behavior by developing an increasingly deep 
understanding of underlying structure” [3]. Barry Richmond 
emphasized one essential attribute of a systems thinker in this 
context: the ability to look simultaneously at the tree and the 
forest. However, there are many definitions of ST. Arnold and 
Wade proposed an ST definition based on a literature review 
and ST implementation [21]. We adopted this proposed 
definition in this paper: 

“Systems thinking is a set of synergistic analytic skills used 
to improve the capability of identifying and understanding 
systems, predicting their behaviors, and devising 
modifications to them in order to produce desired effects. 
These skills work together as a system”. 

Furthermore, Sauser et al. [2] used ST methodology and 
its tool, i.e., systemigram, to define a problem. The authors 
chose the ST methodology, as ST gives an understanding of 
how things affect each other as a whole. The authors visualize 
this understanding using a systematic diagram technique 
(ST’s tool) called Systemigram. 

1) Systemigram 
A systemigram, also known as a systemic diagram, is an 

ST tool introduced by Boardman [22]. A systemigram is a 
graphical visualization using storytelling. This visual 
presentation consists of nodes and links. The nodes are names, 
and the links are the verbs between those names. A 
Systemigram aids in communicating through visualization a 
problem with its aspects and their relations. These aspects can 
also be related to defining a problem, solution, or both within 
its context. Gharajedaghi [23] claims that problems or 
solutions always have a specific context.  

A systemigram is usually based on another ST’s analysis 
tools, such as context diagram and Customers, Actors, 
Transformation, Worldview, Owner, and Environment 
(CATWOE) analysis [1][18]. In addition to other tools, such 
as a stakeholder interest map to perform a stakeholder 
analysis. 

Implementing ST and its tool, including systemigram, 
needs data and data analysis support. Data and data analysis 
increases understanding of the several aspects within the 
problem or solution domain by investigating patterns among 
data [19]. Supporting ST and its tools with data analysis 
improves verification and validation [25]. In addition, ST 
facilitates an overview. Further, ST enhances understanding, 
communication, and decision-making, while data go more in-
depth, and we can transform it into information through data 
analysis. This information can be further transformed into 
knowledge using ST. In other words, data and its analysis 
complement ST and its tools.  

B. Data, information, and knowledge  

Data, information, and knowledge have different 
meanings in knowledge management [21][22]. However, they 
are interconnected and related to each other. Figure 1 shows 
that we can transform data into information and further 
knowledge and vice versa.  

One of the leading models that describes this 
transformation and differences is called the Data, Information, 
Knowledge, and Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy [21][23]–[25]. 
Wisdom presents the future, vision, design, and 
implementation. Wisdom mainly means understanding the 
principles in order to implement them  [24][25].  

Data are discrete and non-significant facts, i.e., raw data 
points. Data can be transformed into information through, for 
example, analyzing the data and further visualizing these 
results. We derive information from the data. We may use 
knowledge and thoughts in the deriving process [21][24][25].  

Information is a significant fact and can be further 
transformed into knowledge. Information is data that gets a 
defined meaning through an information model. The various 
pieces of information have relations that increase the meaning 
of the information further [21][24][25]. 

Knowledge is information that is combined with thoughts, 
beliefs, or experiences. In other words, knowledge is a product 
of data and information combined with thoughts, beliefs, or 
experiences. Knowledge implies understanding the patterns in 
which ST aids in this understanding. On the other hand, we 
can transform knowledge in terms of data and visualization. 
Knowledge stems from the intellectual legacy of human 
beings. Knowledge also leads to information that identifies 
data [21][24][25].  

Figure 1.  Data, information, and knowledge transformation and vice versa. 
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1) (Big) Data 
There are several definitions of (big) data. Based on a 

literature review and articles from the industry, De Mauro et 
al. [31] define (big) data as follows: “Big Data is the 
Information asset characterized by such a High Volume, 
Velocity, and Variety to require specific Technology and 
Analytical Methods for its transformation into Value.” This 
definition includes the " V " notion many authors have used to 
define (big) data. [32]–[34] used what is referred to as the 
“3VS” to define (big) data: Volume, Velocity, and Variety. 
[35]–[37] added the fourth “V” value. [38] appended the 5th V 
to the (big) data definition, which is Veracity.   

On the other hand, the Method for an Integrated 
Knowledge Environment (MIKE2.0) [39] project defines 
(big) data emphasizing the complexity and not the size of the 
data: “Big Data can be very small and not all large datasets are 
big.” Intel’s definition also emphasizes the complexity aspect: 
“Big data has the characteristics of being complex, 
unstructured, or having high volume” [40]. Table 1 lists the 
most cited definitions within the literature. 

TABLE I MOST CITED BIG DATA DEFINITIONS FROM THE LITERATURE 

Source Definition 

(Beyer, 2012) [41] 

Big data is defined using the 3Vs: Volume, 

Velocity, and Variety. These characteristics 

require a cost-effective information-

processing model to improve insights and 

decision-making. 

(Dijcks, 2012) [36] 
Big data is defined using 4Vs: Volume, 

Velocity, Variety, and Value. 

(Intel, 2012) [40] 

Big data has the characteristics of being 

complex, unstructured, or having a high 

volume. 

(Schroeck et al., 

2012) [42] 

Big data means a mixture of Volume, Variety, 

Velocity, and Veracity. Big data leads to a 

competitive advantage within recently 
digitized industries. 

(NIST Big Data 
Public working 

Group, 2014) [43] 

“Big data consist of extensive datasets, 

primarily in the characteristics of volume, 

velocity and/or variety, that require a scalable 

architecture for efficient storage, 

manipulation, and analysis.” 

(Microsoft 
Research, 2013) [44] 

“Big data is the term increasingly used to 

describe the process of applying serious 

computing power—the latest in machine 

learning and artificial intelligence—to 

seriously massive and often highly complex 

sets of information.” 

(Boyd & Crawford, 
2012)[45] 

Big data is datasets with a size greater than 
traditional software tools' capacity to capture, 

store, manage, and analyze. 

(Boyd & Crawford, 

2012) [45] 

Big is defined as a cultural, technological, and 
scholarly phenomenon that rests on the 

interplay of, Analysis and Mythology. 

 
Based on these definitions mentioned above, including 

Table I, data, or big data, is a structured and unstructured data 
collection. In this study, we collected unstructured data from 
the Company; thus, MIKE2.0 and Intel’s definitions apply to 
our case study. In other words, we adapted these two 
definitions to define data or (big) data in our research. 

However, we may expand our adaption if we can obtain or 
collect more structured data, i.e., in-system (sensor) data. 

2) Data Sensemaking 
Data sensemaking is the process of understanding the data 

within its context. This process occurs iteratively and 
recursively using data analysis and the visualization of the 
data analysis results. Klein et al. [46] emphasize the 
importance of the frame or perspective around the data as it 
affects the data collection, analysis, and interpretation process. 
Data, i.e., using data, can also affect the existing or preexisting 
frame regarding change or reinforcement. This effect is one of 
the sensemaking aspects [47].  

Weick defines data sensemaking as a two-way process to 
fit data into a frame and frame around data. Weick emphasizes 
that this process must be iterative until data and frames 
(mental models) unite. These iterations also aid in avoiding 
oversimplifications [48]. Klein et al. stated that data 
sensemaking includes several functions, such as problem 
identification and detection, forming an explanation, and 
seeing relations or correlations [46].  

C. Knowledge Taxonomy 

Many authors classify knowledge into two main types: 
tacit and explicit knowledge [49]–[52]. 

Explicit knowledge is the knowledge we can codify, 
transfer and articulate to natural language or symbols [53]. 
Harry Collins calls such articulation or transformation a 
string. A string is a physical object with recorded patterns. For 
instance, a figure is a string of ink recorded on paper, and a 
pixel is a string of recorded patterns on a screen [44][45]. 

Tacit knowledge is that knowledge that is generated 
through a person’s thoughts, beliefs, and experiences. In other 
words, tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in individuals (e.g., 
mental models, know-how, personal skills, etc.). Tacit 
knowledge is embedded in the action, commitment, and 
involvement within a particular context, which makes it 
challenging to articulate [44][46][47]. However, there are 
many ways to articulate this knowledge to some extent using 
SE and ST [49]. One of the models that illustrate this 
articulation process is Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model [51]. 

1) Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model of knowledge creation  
Figure 2 visualizes Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model of 

knowledge creation, which is generated due to social and 
intellectual processes [44][46][49]. This model is widely used 
in knowledge management for knowledge transformation and 
includes the following four modes: 

• Socialization. This mode is about transforming tacit 
to tacit knowledge. This tacit knowledge is mainly 
generated through interactions between individuals 
within a particular group. Thus, learning occurs 
through observation, imitation, and sharing 
experiences.  

• Combination. This mode is about transforming 
explicit to explicit knowledge. This explicit 
knowledge is the knowledge that has already been 
captured. We can transform it into more evident 
explicit knowledge, i.e., form it better through 
deduction or induction of previously restructured 
items.  
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• Internalization. This mode is about transforming 
explicit to tacit knowledge. This transformation 
occurs through the “learning by doing” process, for 
example, following a written manual. 

• Externalization. This mode is about transforming tacit 
to explicit knowledge. This transformation contains 
an explanation of practices and beliefs. 

 

Figure 2. Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model of knowledge creation. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Case Study Research  

In this research, we use case study research as part of 
industry-as-laboratory research during the research project 
[55]–[57]. Case study research consists of the following three 
steps: (1) defining the case study well, (2) selecting the design, 
and (3) using theory in design work [56]. This paper focuses 
on the first step in implementing ST. A case study often 
involves multiple units of analysis.  

We collected primarily qualitative data. The qualitative 
data included direct observations, participant observations, 

open-ended (unstructured) interviews, and physical artifacts. 
The direct and participant observations resulted from the 
primary author being involved in a real-life context by 
participating in the events and meetings within the Company. 
We also conducted open-ended interviews separately and as 
part of the observation and part of the workshops, we 
performed with the Company.  

In total, we conducted nine interviews with Company 
management, maintenance personnel, the head of the 
maintenance department, sales personnel, project leaders, and 
developers. In addition, we conducted three workshops with 
company management, maintenance personnel, and project 
leaders. The main author also participated in the weekly 
development team meetings for six months. In addition, the 
primary author also participated in the maintenance activities 
conducted by the maintenance personnel for two parking 
installations. The principal author also had an office in the 
Company and conducted several informal interviews while 
working from the Company's borrowed office.  

 Through observation, interviews, and workshops, we 
identified and collected stored data within the Company, also 
called physical artifacts. These data were downloaded by the 
Company’s employees and provided to the primary author of 
this paper. These data are particularly failure data. The 
principal author analyzed these data, which are primarily 
failure data. Observations, interviews, and physical artifacts 
and their analysis are different sources that allow the 
collection of evidence from these sources. Thus, we can 
investigate the consistency of the findings from these various 
sources of evidence. Further, we can also converge these 
pieces of evidence, a process known as data triangulation, to 
increase the robustness of the results [58]. 

B. Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology 

Applying ST in a case study within the industry-as-
laboratory enables Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and 

The problem situation: 

 xpressed

Systemigram (s) Design

(Conceptual models)

 

The problem situation: 

 nstructured

Dramatization and dialogue

(Comparison of  . with  .)

Structured text

( oot defintion of relevant 

systems)

 ormal system concept

 easible, desirable changesAction to improve the problem 

situation

 a

 

 
  

 

3  stems 

Thinkin 

 eal  o ld

 ther Systems Thinking

 b

 igure 3. Checkland’s soft systems methodology (SSM) is based on [11][15][54][56]. 
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supports SE. Figure 3 depicts Checkland’s SSM. We modified 
the method to be iterative and emphasized that there was no 
one right path. Further, we use the systemigram as a 
conceptual model, structured text as the root definition of 
relevant systems, and dramatization and dialogue as a 
comparison of steps 2 and 4. This modification was inspired 
by Sauser et al. (2011) [2], who called the SSM, which 
includes those modifications by Boardman’s SSM (BSSM).  

SSM allows for the inclusion of different perspectives and 
desirable outcomes of the case study. In addition, SSM 
bridges the real world and ST [11][15][54]. The SSM consists 
of the following seven steps, as Figure 3 visualizes: 

Step 1: The Problem Situation: Unstructured. We have 
observed that the Company’s request, as a part of the case 
study definition, is not wholly defined and validated early 
within the early phase of a complex socio-technical research 
project. The case can evolve and change based on many 
variables. These variables include the different perspectives 
and desirable outcomes of the various individuals involved in 
defining the case study.  

Moreover, academia and industry emphasize different 
interests. For instance, the industry is more oriented toward 
maximizing profit and understanding how academia is more 
interested in research and the why and what [60]. The problem 
is defining the case study from different perspectives and 
including desirable outcomes from the various actors. Thus, 
early validation of the Company’s request within the case 
study definition is a need within the early phase of the research 
project.  

 urther, the Company’s request may touch the surface of 
the problem definition and not express the real need or 
problem definition that affects the case study within the 
research project.  

In this step, the researchers conducted open-ended 
interviews with the Company, interactive workshops, and 
participant and direct observation. In addition, the primary 
author collected physical artifacts, which are failure data 
documents. The Company expressed through the interactive 
workshop a request. The Company’s request is the start of the 
problem evolution. This request demonstrated the Company's 
vision through the visualization of a dashboard. This 
dashboard shows the condition of the Company’s system 
through a traffic light code color. This dashboard has been 
called a Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) system, which 
is the starting step toward developing a predictive digital twin 
system. In the workshops, we used Canvas in the form of A3s 
and pos-its to describe the problem situation and its aspects.  

Step 2: The Problem Situation: Expressed. Alongside 
reviewing the literature, the researchers have created a text 
document on one page describing the Company’s request 
within the case study, followed by meetings to verify the 
description. 

Step 3: Structured text, known as the root definition of 
relevant systems. We moved to the ST domain by 
conceptualizing step 2. We used the CATWOE analysis in this 
step to understand the root definition of the APS, case study, 
and analyze it.  

Step 4: Systemigram(s) design is a conceptual model. We 
developed two systemigrams models based on the output from 

step 3. In addition, we used other ST tools as input for the 
systemigrams. These tools include a context diagram, also 
known as an openness diagram, and a stakeholder interest 
map. Systemigrams capture the essence of the conceptual 
thinking for the Company’s request within their case study.  

Step 5: Dramatization and dialog by comparing steps 4 
and 2. We moved back to the real world by comparing the 
systemigrams from step   with the Company’s request, 
representing part of the case study description in step 2. 
Further, the authors dramatized the systemigrams via 
storyboarding in a Company workshop. The systemigrams as 
conceptual models were the basis for dialogue and discussion 
stimulation and for comparing the models with reality.  

Step 6: Feasible, Desirable Changes We identified the 
feasible and desirable changes from Step 5 in a way that 
makes sense. These changes are translated into proposed 
leverage points and evaluated regarding the technical and 
cultural feasibility of the Company’s request within their case 
study.  

Step 7: Action to improve the problem situation. We called 
attention to the findings and applied them to our future case 
study work as part of the research project.  

We repeated steps one to seven until the individuals 
involved in the case study reached a consensus. In other 
words, the process, including the steps, is repeated until the 
Company’s need as part of the case study definition is verified 
and validated by experts from the industry (Company) and 
academia (scholars involved in the research project). 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section lists the case study results and analysis. The 
section starts with the tacit articulation and then the Systems 
Thinking implementation with its tools before it ends with the 
data analysis results. 

A. Articulating Tacit Knowledge 

We used SE and ST methodologies to articulate the 
Company’s tacit knowledge in terms of data and visualization 
[49]. In the next subsection, we describe ST implementation 
and its tools, including the systemigrams from Company 
management and maintenance personnel perspectives (ref. III, 
B). These systemigrams are the data and visualization we used 
for the tacit knowledge articulation from the Company’s key 
persons regarding the case study, focusing on Company 
management and maintenance personnel. On the other hand, 
Figure 4 visualizes the SE methodology implementation. We 
used this methodology implementation to structure a virtual 
board, i.e., the Miro board, for the workshops and interviews 
we conducted with the Company [61]. Figure 4 also represents 
the tacit knowledge articulation. 

We first conducted interviews and workshops virtually 
due to Covid pandemic restrictions. Later, we conducted 
physical workshops and interviews. Due to confidentiality, we 
removed the most sensitive information from Figure 4. The 
point in Figure 4 shows how we constructed the digital board 
artifact, i.e., the canvas using SE methodology. Before the 
workshops and meetings, we sent a document, also called an 
artifact, that included a description of the research project, 
questions we wondered about, included among other, the aim 
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of the workshops and meeting, and who we desired to meet, 
e.g., the Company’s key persons. These key persons include 
Company management, system developers, and maintenance 
personnel. The initial workshops and meetings aimed to 
define the case study, including all its aspects. These aspects 
are also called embedded units of analysis [56].  

Figure 4 includes the structure of the workshops, which 
contains six parts using a canvas in the form of an A3 and 
post-its. We portray these parts using yellow circles with a 
number. Part 1 includes the H-SEIF 2 research project 
descriptions, goals, and research questions. The Company we 
use as a case study in this research is a partner in the research 
project. Part 2 contains the Company introduction, 
description, visions, and so forth. Part 3 includes the 
Company's suggested aspects descriptions for the case study, 
the main challenges for these aspects, and expectations.  

Furthermore, parts 4, 5, and 6 support the central part, i.e., 
part 3. Part 4 illustrates what, where, when, and how for the 
most significant case study aspect, e.g., data collation, 
identification, and analysis, to utilize data to enhance early-
phase product development decisions. Part 5 discusses the 
critical stakeholders of the case study. Ultimately, part 6 
illustrates the two approaches to utilize data toward 
digitalization, i.e., top-down and bottom-up, where we 
discussed the acting balance and iterations using the two 
approaches to achieve the intended goal(s) for the Company’s 
case study. For part 6, the top-down approach starts by 
defining the questions we need to answer and then finding the 
appropriate data for these questions. The bottom-up approach 
begins by using data to exploit its hidden value. 

In the workshops, the Company’s key persons and 
scholars from academia from two universities that are partners 
in the research project have access to write and talk 
simultaneously. This access using post-its with different 
colors ensures that all participants, despite their personality 
(i.e., introvert or extrovert), express their ideas, beliefs, and 
thoughts based on their experience. This expression is 
essential to articulate the tacit knowledge within the 
Company’s key persons toward the case study, all its aspects, 
and the academic scholar’s tacit knowledge. This articulation 
is vital for defining the case study well.  

Before the workshops, the academic scholars agreed on a 
workshop facilitator. The workshop’s facilitator also ensured 
that all participants participated and had enough time to write, 
talk, or both. The facilitator also provided a warm 
environment during the workshop. After the workshops, we 
sent a one-page document to the participants, including the 
case study’s definition and all its suggested aspects. We 
modified this document through several iterations until 
workshops participant, mainly the Company, verified and 
validated the document [62].  

 

Figure 4. Canvas in the form of A3 and post-its we used to articulate the 

tacit knowledge where the Canvas’s construction follows Systems 

Engineering methodology. 

B. Implementing Systems Thinking in A Case Study 

This subsection first illustrates the case study context by 
describing the SOI and systems boundaries. We demonstrate 
the system boundary using a context diagram. Further, this 
subsection shows the application of ST and other tools: a 
stakeholder interest map and CATWOE analysis. These tools 
are the foundation for systemigrams. The subsection ends by 
listing the possible leverage points from applying these tools 
after describing the systemigrams. 

1) The Case Study Context 
To understand the case study context, we first illustrate the 

SOI to understand the case study context. Further, we define 
the context for the SOI (i.e., the system boundaries through 
the context diagram). We categorize the variables for the 
system context using three categories: operation, 
development, and both contexts.  

a) System-of-Interest (SOI) 

As mentioned, the SOI for the case study is a semi-
automated parking system (APS). The APSs are parking 
structures that store cars vertically to save place. The APS’s 
design permits transporting vehicles from the entrance to the 
parking lot without the car owner being present. The degree 
of assistance from the car owners to the APS is the criterion 
used to distinguish between the fully and semi-automated 
parking system. The fully doesn’t need any parking attendant, 
whereas the semi requires an attendant to drive or direct the 
car into the system [63]. The APS is a complex system 
because of its multitude of hardware and user interactions 
[13]. 

Figure 5 visualizes the SOI and its main parts. The main 
parts are: the gate, control unit, platform, and wedges. The 
end-users use the gate to open or close it to enter or retrieve 
their cars. The control unit controls the SOI and car owner, 
and maintenance personnel can use it as a panel to open or 
close the gate. The wedges are movable and help the end-users 
to park their cars in the correct position. Figure 5 also shows 
the SOI in 3D with a drive-in indication. This drive-in can be 
inclined or straightforward, depending on the building’s 
architecture.  
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Figure 5. The System-of-Interest (SOI) and its main parts. 

b) Context diagram: The system boundaries 

We adopted the Gharajedaghis definition to define the 
S I’s boundaries [23]. Gharajedaghis defines system 
boundaries as “a subjective construct defined by the interest 
and level of influence and/or authority of the participating 
actors. The system, therefore, consists of all variables that 
could be sufficiently influenced by the participating actors”. 
These boundaries aid in understanding the SOI in the context 
of their environment. Further, Gharajedaghis defines 
environment as follows: “the environment in which the 
system must remain viable consists of all those variables that, 
although affecting the system’s behavior, could not be directly 
influenced or controlled by the participating designers.” 

Figure 6 portrays the system boundaries, also known as the 
context diagram or openness diagram, for the SOI, which 
includes three variables. We also categorize these variables 
according to operation, development, or both contexts. We 
used color text for this categorization, i.e., the green-color text 
refers to the variables that belong to the operational context. 
In contrast, the yellow-color text indicates variables that 
belong to the development context. The orange-colored text 
refers to variables that belong to both contexts, i.e., 
operational and development. The three variables are as 
follows: 

Controllable Variables. The controllable variables are 
those that we can control. In this context, we can control the 
SOI (i.e., APS). We allocated the SOI in the innermost circle, 
which indicates that it is essential to act sufficiently to achieve 
the desired outcome.  
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Figure 6. Context diagram of the System-of-Interest (SOI) with its variables. 
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Influencing Variables. Influencing variables are 
uncontrollable variables, but we can influence them. These 
variables include variables from operational, development, 
and both contexts.  

The influencing variables that belong to the operational 
context are: car owners using the SOI, SOI usage flow rates, 
building owners or management, and building inhabitants, as 
they can affect the SOI operations. Further, we considered the 
following influencing variables in a development context: the 
development team, building infrastructure, local authorities, 
land developers, and architects.  

Moreover, the variables that we included in both 
operational and development contexts are: Company 
management, as they are the decision makers for operation 
and development processes,  the third-party as Company hires 
a third consultant party to develop or take part in the operation 
process, maintenance personnel as they maintain the SOI and 
take part in the development process due to their tacit 
knowledge, i.e., experience, thoughts, or beliefs, suppliers, as 
they supply the SOI with its part in the operational and 
development context, digitalization as we can digitalize 
processes or steps in a process that belong to the operational, 
development, or both contexts. For instance, a CBM system 
can be considered in the operational context. However, the 
analysis and prediction results from the CBM can also be used 
in the development context, that is, the next development 
cycle or version of the SOI.  

In addition to the variables mentioned above, we included 
data as a variable in both operational and development 
contexts. Data depend on the data we identify, collect, and 

analyze. Data can belong to operation, development, or both 
contexts, depending on which data we identify, collect, and 
analyze. For instance, we can collect maintenance record data, 
also called failure data, from an operational context. We can 
use these data as feedback in the early product development 
process, which belongs to the development context.  

Appreciating Variables. Appreciating variables are 
uncontrollable variables that we cannot influence. Thus, we 
must appreciate them. The appreciating variables that we 
considered to belong to the development context are: existing 
competitors, new competitors, market situation, and 
Norwegian urban city plans. On the other hand, the 
appreciating variables that we considered to belong to the 
operation and development contexts are: urban city 
infrastructure, social skepticism for the automated systems, 
the Norwegian government, and the environment, including 
weather and traffic density.  

Even though we attempted to classify the three variables 
into operational, development, or both contexts, we noticed 
that it is not easy to have a clear distinction between those two 
contexts. One of the main reasons is that many variables, such 
as the data example we mentioned, can be used in both 
contexts. The same applies to other variables, such as the 
environment, that also affect or belong to both contexts. 

 

2) Stakeholder Interest Map 
Figure 7 visualizes the stakeholder interest map. Figure 7 

also shows the SOI in the middle. Furthermore, we depicted 
the stakeholders with lines. These lines connect the 
stakeholders with each other and with the SOI. The lines are 
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two types, i.e., solid and dashed lines. The solid line represents 
a strong connection, whereas the dashed line refers to a weak 
connection. This connection includes an interest in or 
influence on the SOI.  

Moreover, we categorized the stakeholders into three 
categories, similar to the context diagram. These three 
categories are: stakeholders that are more involved in the 
development, operation, or both contexts. In addition, we 
listed the interests of these stakeholders in Figure 7. 

Company management, maintenance personnel, 
government, and suppliers belong to operation and 
development contexts. The Company management strongly 
connects to the SOI, suppliers, and maintenance personnel. 
The interest of the Company management is maximizing 
profit, reliable SOI, and customer satisfaction. The Company 
management's customers are the land developer and building 
owners/ management. The customer of the customer, i.e., the 
end-user for the Company management, is the car owner. The 
interests of the maintenance personnel are: accessibility, 
usability, and maintainability. The suppliers' interests are: 
winning the contract to maximize the profit or Return on 
Investment (ROI).  

On the other hand, the government has a weak connection 
to SOI and Company management. The government states the 
standards and regulations to ensure S I’s safety. These 
standards and restrictions affect the development and 
operation processes. However, the government is not involved 
in the details of S I’s development and operation to the same 
degree as Company management and maintenance personnel.  

We categorized the land developers, development, and 
team within development contexts. The development team 
includes a third consultant party and key Company 
employees. The interests of the land developer are: Operating 
Expenses (OPEX) and Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) to 
maximize the Return on Investment (ROI), whereas the 
interests of the development team are: ensuring project 
success in terms of developing the SOI as reliable, accessible, 
and usable for the car. 

Ultimately, the stakeholders that are more involved in the 
operation context are: building management or owners, 
building inhabitants, and car owners. The land developers 
often sell the SOI, including the building or estate, to building 
owners or individuals with shared ownership and select 
management for the estate. The Company is involved from the 
beginning, i.e., before the building is built. The building also 
includes inhabitants who either have no car or use traditional 
conventional parking, as some facilities include APS and 
traditional parking. The interests of the building management 
(owners of the building) are Operating Expenses (OPEX) and 
Capital Expenditures (CAPEX), whereas the interests of the 
building inhabitants are safety. The care owners’ interests are 
reliable, safe, and available systems each time they use or park 
their cars. 

 

3) CATWOE Analysis 
To include the different key stakeholder perspectives, we 

used Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview, Owner, 
and Environment, called CATWOE analysis. This analysis is 
part of the SSM methodology. CATWOE analysis facilitates 

understanding the root definition of the system and analyzing 
it. The system can be a problem definition for a case study 
[24]. Figure 8 illustrates the CATWOE analysis. In this 
context, we apply CATWOE analysis to understand the 
purpose, need, or opportunity for the Company’s SOI as a part 
of the case study from the two main stakeholder perspectives, 
i.e., Company management and maintenance personnel. 
Tables II and III show the results of implementing the 
CATWOE analysis regarding the Company management and 
maintenance personnel, respectively [1]. 

 

Figure 8. Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview, Owner, and 

Environment (CATWOE) Analysis. 

TABLE I.  CATWOE: COMPANY MANAGEMENT   

Aspect Description 

Customers Company management 

Actors Partners, suppliers, maintenance personnel 

Transformation Increase the reliability of the SOI 

Worldview Maximize profit 

Owner Company management 

Environment Urban cities 

TABLE II.  CATWOE: MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL 

Aspect Description 

Customers Maintenance personnel 

Actors Suppliers, Company management, car owners 

Transformation Maintenance process and method 

Worldview Increase reliability and availability of the SOI 

Owner Department heads of service and maintenance 

Environment 
The Automated Parking System (APS), buildings, 
cars, traffic density, weather, city infrastructure 

 

4) Systemigram 
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A systemigram, also called a systemic diagram, is a 
graphical representation in the form of storytelling. The 
systemigram starts from the upper left with the SOI and ends 
on the bottom right. The SOI can be Company management, 
organization, or APS. The storytelling in the systemigram 
comprises visualized nodes and links. The nodes are names, 
and the links connecting these nodes are usually verbs. The 
main story of the systemigram is called the mainstay. The 
mainstay is usually a diagonal line in the systemigram.  

 Figure 9 represents the Systemigram from the Company 
management perspective. We also categorized the nodes in 
this systemigram into two colors: dark grey blue and light 
blue. The dark grey color refers to the mainstay, whereas the 
light blue indicates sources for (big) data. These sources 
include internal and external data sources. These sources 
include available stored data and possible sources to generate 
the needed data. 

The mainstay for the first systemigram from the Company 
management perspective, i.e., Figure 9, is: “Company 
management owns the SOI that in transition or manufacturing 
own parts that can include sensor(s), which permits anomalies 
observation remotely that aids mechanical failure detection 
and prediction in real-time that further allows continuous 
monitoring of the SOI that maximizes business viability that 

leads to maximizing profit.” Business viability includes many 
other nodes: increase S I’s reliability, availability, and 
customer satisfaction.  

Company management is transitioning to manufacturing 
the S I’s parts using a team consisting of the Company’s key 
persons and a third consultant party. This manufacturing 
development process includes installing sensor(s) that allow 
continuous monitoring towards predictive maintenance 
through a digital twin. This digital twin includes monitors 
showing the real-time condition of the SOI and its parts and 
predicting possible failures. The Company management 
believes that this vision reduces maintenance costs and 
maximizes business viability and profit.  

The Company’s key persons that are part of the 
development team include the project leader and maintenance 
personnel. The maintenance personnel own tacit knowledge 
about the SOI. The researchers can interact with the 
maintenance personnel to articulate the tacit knowledge in 
terms of visualization and data. The Company can also take 
part in this articulation. The maintenance personnel manually 
log the failure using an Excel file that includes a sheet for each 
paring installation. This file is called service-log or failure 
data. We consider these data as feedback data into early phase 

Figure 9.  Systemigram from the Company management perspective. 
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product development as it is generated from the operation 
phase. 

The tacit knowledge articulation and the failure data 
analysis can aid the development process, including 
manufacturing the S I’s parts. With tacit knowledge 
articulation and the data analysis results, the Company can 
identify the most critical parts and measurable critical 
parameters. The Company’s decision-makers can use this 
identification to decide which sensors to install for which parts 
using a bottom-up sensor strategy. 

The researchers can analyze and participate in articulating 
the maintenance personnel’s tacit knowledge. The Company 
provides the data to the researchers and aids the interaction 
between researchers and maintenance personnel. The 
researchers identify the needed external data to investigate 
patterns and correlations between external and internal data. 
Internal data includes failure data and sensor or in-system 
data.  

The internal and external data constitute the (big) data for 
the Company’s case study. Analyzing the data enhances 
decision-making, including maintenance and development 
processes. This enhancement is moving toward more data-
driven decision-making instead of a gut feeling. This data-
driven methodology reduces maintenance costs and enhances 
the S I’s reliability, which maximizes profit.  

Figure 10 visualizes the systemigram from the 
maintenance personnel perspective. Like the first 
systemigram, i.e., Figure 10, we categorized the second one 
into two categories. The first category, which has a dark grey 
color, represents the mainstay, while the other category has a 
light blue color that refers to the data in the Company’s case 
study.  

The Company’s key person's vision, particularly 
maintenance personnel, is to have a Condition-Based 
Maintenance (CBM) system that can alert the personnel when 
the system detects failures. In addition, the CBM system 
should show the health condition in real-time of the SOI and 
its part through monitors. We can read the mainstay of the 
second systemigram as follows: “Maintenance personnel 
vision CBM system. CBM system needs a sensor strategy that 
decides on the sensor(s) that observe anomalies, which aid 
mechanical failure detection and prediction in real-time that 
further allows SOI monitoring remotely through a dashboard, 
which increases the SOI’s reliability and further increases the 
availability of using the SOI.” 

 The CBM system, which Company can invest in 
developing toward a digital twin, alerts the Company’s key 
person, i.e., particularly the maintenance personnel. The 
strategy for the CBM system includes both top-down and 
bottom-up approaches. The bottom-up approach involves 

Figure 10.  Systemigram from the maintenance personnel perspective. 
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conducting data analysis, including failure data, sensor data, 
and other external data, such as environmental data.  

The top-down approach consists of conceptual models and 
tacit knowledge articulation of the Company’s key persons 
and end-user involvement. The end-user involvement gives 
the needed feedback in terms of notification when the end-
users hear something not expected within the SOI operation, 
such as a sound of parts that need lubrication or are on their 
way to fatigue. This notification end-users can notify the 
Company in many ways, such as an app, picture, mail, or 
phone call. The Company, researchers, and partners can 
conduct conceptual models in many ways, such as using SSM 
methodology and ST tools such as systemigram, as we attempt 
in this research. In addition to other models, such as 

stakeholder interest map and workflow analysis using 
swimming lanes, we present the workflow analysis later (ref. 
Section IV, C).  

In other words, the CBM strategy is an act of balance 
between the top-down and bottom-up approaches. This 
strategy aids in deciding which sensors to install for which 
parts to develop the CBM system. These sensors observe data 
point anomalies that assist in detecting and further predicting 
mechanical failure in real-time. The CBM system requires 
other data sources to verify and supplement the sensor’s 
anomalies. These other data sources include environmental 
data, such as weather and traffic density.  

The CBM system is also streaming data that constitute (big) data for the 

Company together with the other sources of data. The data analysts 

Figure 11.  Most repeated unique words. 
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include: the Company, researchers, and partners. The data analysis can 

identify the needed other data sources. Other data sources aid in 
discovering patterns and trends that increase SOI reliability and 

availability. 

However, the CBM system cannot detect electronic failures like the 

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The CBM system can also give 

false alarms in terms of false positives and false negatives. False positive 
means the system provides an alarm or notification where there is no 

failure. On the other hand, a false negative means the system gives no 
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Figure 13. Workflow analysis using swimming lanes for car retrieval. 
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warning when there is a failure. These false alarms affect the CBM system 
in terms of failures. These failures include data anomalies because of false 

alarms. In addition, the CBM system failures include the system’s 

downtime. The CBM system failures negatively affect the S I’s reliability. 

5) Systems Thinking Possible Leverage Points 
Implementing ST and its tools facilitates communication, 

understanding, and decision-making regarding a case study 
and its aspects. This case study is part of a complex socio-
technical research project. We used the systemigrams to 
communicate with key stakeholders in academia and industry. 
The foundation for the systemigram is ST and other tools: 
stakeholder interest map, CATWOE analysis, and context 
diagram. 

We developed two main systemigrams to visualize the two 
perspectives of the two main key stakeholders for this case 
study, i.e., Company management and maintenance 
personnel. The systemigrams facilitate decision-making 
regarding the development of a CBM system by visualizing 
all the significant aspects of this development. The 
systemigrams also visualized which approach suggested to the 
Company should adopt for the CBM’s sensor strategy.  

This approach is an act of balance between the bottom-up 
and top-down approaches. The top-down approach is tacit 
knowledge articulation and the use of conceptual models. The 
articulation involves the Company’s key persons and end-
users, while conceptual models include ST and its tools and 
other tools. The bottom-up approach uses data and data 
analysis. 

C. Failure Data Analysis Results 

We used the output of the NLP results as input for the 
association rule mining (i.e., FBGL), as mentioned above in 
the research methodology section. Figure 11 shows the results 
of using this mining. We used item-sets as one-word, three-
word, four-word, and five-word phrases. Figure 11 depicts the 
20 most unique frequent item-sets. Unique, in this context, 
refers to removing the duplication among failure events, i.e., 
if one item-set is repeated in one failure event (row), we 
remove its duplication. 

Figure 11 shows that the most repeated unique words 
include: get, system, gate, use, place, platform, car, and so 
forth. The most frequent unique 3-word phrase, also called 
trigram, include: “use, system, get,” “close, gate, get,” “drive, 
system, get,” and so forth. The most frequent unique 4-word 
phrases, also called 4-grams, include: “close, use, gate, get”, 
“alarm, reset, close, gate”, “place, use, system, gate”. The 
most frequent unique 5-words, also called 5-grams, include: 
“again, drive, place, system, get”, “drive, place, use, system, 
get”, “again, drive, use, system, get”, and so forth. We stopped 
the association rule mining using FBGL, also called n-gram 
analysis, as we got frequency results within one percent when 
we conducted the 5-gram analysis. We believe that the 3-gram 
analysis gives the needed information in this context. 

This observation leads us to believe that the gate is the 
most critical subsystem within the SOI (i.e., the APS). 
Through interviews, workshops, and observations, we noticed 
that the maintenance personnel also used the system to mean 
a gate or segment or the whole system (i.e., APS). A segment 
is a collection of three gates, whereas the APS includes several 
segments depending on the building’s architecture. Thus, even 
though the system comes before the gate, we conclude that the 
most critical subsystem is the gate. The next critical subsystem 
is the platform.  

We also observe from Figure 11 that the open and close 
gates are the most frequent item-sets. In other words, “open” 
and “close” are the gate's most critical functions. In this 
context, we conducted a workflow analysis focusing on these 
gates’ functions to investigate the end-users and the system’s 
responsibility regarding these functions. These workflows for 
care entry and retrieval can be found in this publication [55]. 
We also developed the workflow analysis using swimming 
lanes to show the end-users and SOI responsibility more 
clearly regarding the gate’s functions to open and close the 
gate with more details. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show these 
workflow analyses for car entry and retrieval, respectively. 
Further, we also notice that alarm, reset, and remote control 
are among the most repeated item sets or words.  

Moreover, we dug deeper into the results showing the 
most frequent words or item-sets that come together with the 

Figure 14. Most 20 unique frequent item-sets that appear with the gate in the failure events with its support and confidence values. 
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“gate.” Figure 14 portrays the 20 most unique frequent item-
sets that appear with the gate in the failure events with its 
support and confidence values.   

Support shows the percentage of occurrence of the item-
sets, where the confidence indicates the percentage of the 
amount of time a given rule (if-then statement) is true among 
the dataset, i.e., failure events. This rule has two parts: an 
antecedent (if) and a consequent (then). The antecedent is the 
item-set we found among the datasets. The consequent is the 
item-sets found in combination with the antecedent [64].   

Figure 14 (left) shows the support of antecedent item-sets, 
i.e., words in the y-axis where we determined the gate as 
consequent. We observe from Figure 14 (left) that if item-sets 
such as “close,” “open,” and “close, get,” then we get the 
“gate” as a failure event, i.e., consequent.  

Figure 14 (right) illustrates the confidence of the gate as a 
consequent. We notice that most item-sets, i.e., antecedents 
that co-occur with the gate as a consequent, include “tag, 
open, close”, “sec, open, close”, “sec, open”, “delete, alarm, 
close”, and “broken, reset, close.”  

The first antecedent, “tag, open, close,” leads us to assume 
that issues with the tag the end-users use to open or close the 
gate trigger a gate failure event. The successive two 
antecedents, i.e., “sec, open, close,” and “sec, open,” lead us 
to assume that when the end-users use more time to open or 
close the gate in terms of sec, we get a failure event related to 
the gate. For the last two antecedents, i.e., “delete, alarm, 
close” and “broken, reset, close,” let us assume that a broken 
signal to close the gate forces reset the whole system to close 
it again. In addition to one more assumption, an alarm must be 
deleted to close the gate. However, we can develop similar 
assumptions for more antecedents appearing in Figure 14 
(right), but we believe we have mentioned the most significant 
ones.  

 

1) Data Clustering 

We used unsupervised machine learning to cluster the 
reason column in the failure data into three topics. We used 
the Gensim Python library for this topic modeling [65]. We 
got three topics with the most frequent words. The three topics 
included the following tokens (words) percentage: topic 1, 
55% of the words, topic 2, 28.4%, and topic 3, 16.1% of the 
tokens (words). From the most 30 terms (words) included in 
the three topics, we assume that topic 1 indicates software 
issues. In contrast, topics 2 and 3 indicate human-machine 
issues (end-user failures) and mechanical issues (hardware 
failures), respectively. Figure 15 shows these clusters with 
their percentages. 

 

 

Figure 15. Failure data clustering into three clusters with their values. 

D. Case Study Leverage Points 

This subsection suggests recommendations for the 
Company based on applying the top-down and bottom-up 
approaches we implement in this case study. The top-down 
approach applies conceptual modeling via ST tools and other 
tools, whereas the bottom-up approach conducts failure data 
analysis. We visualize these recommendations in Figure 16.  

The data analysis aids the decision-makers in the 
Company in reducing gut feelings. For instance, when we 
interviewed the maintenance personnel within the Company, 
different thoughts or beliefs were expressed regarding what is 
failing most, to which extent, and what causes the failure, e.g., 
users or the SOI. The data analysis answered such questions 
where the decision makers can base their decision on data-
driven methodology reducing gut feelings. This feedback we 
got when we presented the analysis results in the Company 
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during workshops. These workshops included Company 
management, maintenance personnel, and project leaders. 

On the other hand, ST and other tools guide the data 
analysis. In addition, it facilitates communicating and 
understanding the problem domain, solution domain, and data 
analysis results. In this context, we developed systemigrams 
based on a stakeholder interest map, context diagram, and 
CATWOE analysis. Furthermore, ST triggers the 
development of other conceptual models, such as workflow 
analysis using swimming lanes, to understand and 
communicate the most failing critical part, which is the gate 
failures in this context, their natures, and their causes.  

Based on applying both approaches, i.e., data analysis and 
ST, we suggest that the Company adopt a bottom-up sensor 
strategy to develop its vision regarding the CBM system and 
further digital twins. This bottom-up sensor strategy starts 
with the most critical subsystem, the next subsystem, and so 
forth. Data analysis aids in deciding the most critical failing 
subsystems instead of gut feelings. The failure data analysis 
results can also provide suggestions for design improvement. 
These improvements resulted from forming an explanation 
and seeing correlations and patterns among the failure data 
analysis results. However, we are collecting and analyzing 
other data sources, particularly weather data, to investigate the 
environmental factors and investigate correlations between 
these factors and failure events. This collection and analysis 
are still a work in progress.  

V. DISCUSSION 

This section is divided into three subsections to discuss the 
article’s research questions: RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. The 
discussion section ends with limitations and further studies 
subsection. 

A. Defining and Early Validation of a Case Study 

The first research question, RQ1, is: “How can we well-
define and early validate a case study, including its multiple 
units of analysis using Systems Thinking and its tools?”. We 
developed two systemigrams from two perspectives. These 
perspectives include the Company management and 
maintenance personnel perspectives. We used ST and other 
tools as a foundation for these two systemigrams: stakeholder 
interest map, context diagram, and CATWOE analysis. 

We believe that these two systemigrams facilitate defining 
the case study well and aid in validating the case study early 
in a complex socio-technical research project. Defining the 
case study well means we have an overview and include all 
aspects of the case study, also called multiple units of analysis. 
Early validation refers to the industry (Company) and 
researchers (academia) validating the case study. We 
conducted this validation through workshops and interviews. 
The feedback indicated that applying ST and its tools 
enhanced the understanding, communication, and decision-
making in the case study and its multiple units of analysis. The 
decision-making consists of prioritizing the most significant 
unit of analysis for the case study among industry (Company) 
and academia (researchers). In this study, we prioritized 
failure data analysis to support ST implementations and 
discover hidden values among these failure datasets. The 

hidden value aided the Company towards data-driven 
decisions that aided in understanding more about the size and 
reasons for the failure events. 

B. Tacit knowledge articulation 

The second research question, i.e., RQ2, is “How can we 
articulate tacit knowledge?”. We used ST and SE 
methodology to articulate the tacit knowledge from the 
Company’s key persons. We used systemigrams based on ST 
and other tools, such as stakeholder analysis, context diagram, 
and CATWOE analysis.  

We also used a canvas in the form of A3s and post-its in 
the virtual and physical workshops to articulate the 
Company’s key persons' tacit knowledge. We used SE 
methodology to construct those A3 and post-its to ensure that 
all participants participated despite their personality, i.e., 
introvert or extrovert. However, we need to investigate further 
the effectiveness of the tacit knowledge articulation using the 
canvas in the form of A3s and post-its through a virtual 
platform. 

This tacit knowledge articulation refers to the 
externalization mode in Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model, which 
transfers tacit to explicit knowledge. This transformation 
contains an explanation of practices and beliefs. On the other 
hand, we observed that data analysis aids in creating 
knowledge, referred to as a combination mode by Nonaka and 
Takeuchi model [51]. The combination mode transfers 
explicit to explicit knowledge through restructuring the items 
already captured using deduction or induction.  

C. Support Systems Thinking with data analysis 

The third research question, RQ3, is “How can we support 
Systems Thinking with data analysis?” We collected and 
analyzed the Company’s failure data to support the ST 
implementation for the Company’s case study. ST and other 
tools, especially the systemigram, use a soft systems 
methodology (SSM). Thus these tools, including 
systemigrams, are considered conceptual models. In other 
words, ST and other tools cover the soft aspect, also called the 
top-down approach. 

We complement the top-down approach with a bottom-up 
approach, also called the hard aspect. This aspect involves 
analyzing the failure data using machine learning. The 
feedback from the Company indicates that both approaches 
complement each other. Data analysis supports ST and 
reduces gut feeling. These gut feelings include the 
identification of the most critical subsystem that fails most, 
how often it’s failing and why. 

However, we need to iterate between these two approaches 
until the two approaches come into unity or until we accept 
the risk of moving to the next phase. We have started with data 
analysis and going back to the ST implementation in an 
iterative and recursive manner. This iterative and recursive 
manner aids in increasing the verification and validation of the 
case study’s results in a complementary way. However, there 
is a need to investigate the number of details in both 
approaches, i.e., ST and data analysis. These details include 
investigating the number of nodes and links in the 
systemigrams. In addition, the number of figures showing the 
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essential data analysis results and its way of visualization to 
ease communicating it to different stakeholders in industry 
and academia. 

D. Research Limitations and Further Studies 

One of the limitations of the presented paper is a lack of 
longitudinal research over multiple case studies. Any case 
study in complex socio-technical research would have several 
aspects that can affect the results. Therefore, we are starting to 
duplicate the same methodology with other industry partners, 
and the results seem promising. 

Another limitation is analyzing additional data sources, 
such as sensor data from the Company for the same period of 
the failure data. Collecting these data when we conducted the 
case study was not technically possible. However, we are still 
in the process of further investigating the collection of these 
data with a third party. That data can affect the analysis and 
results and can be used for further research in this case study.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Defining and validating a case study well and early at the 
beginning of a complex socio-technical research project is 
essential for the research project's success. This success 
ensures the Company’s active participation and sharing of all 
needed data for the research. In this study, we used ST and its 
tools, including systemigrams, to define and validate the case 
study early. We used a stakeholder interest map, context 
diagram, and CATWOE analysis as a foundation for the 
systemigrams. We developed two systemigrams for the two 
main stakeholders for the case study, i.e., Company 
management and maintenance personnel. The Company’s 
feedback indicates that using the systemigrams as conceptual 
models facilitates communication, understanding, and 
decision-making regarding the case study and its multiple 
units of analysis. 

Moreover, using the systemigrams also aid in tacit 
knowledge articulation in terms of data and visualization. In 
addition, we used canvas in the form of an A3 and post-its for 
this articulation. We applied a SE methodology to construct 
this canvas. This articulation refers to the externalization 
mode in the Nonaka and Takeuchi model. According to the 
model, we refer to the data analysis as a combination mode. 
This mode creates knowledge through deduction or induction 
of already captured knowledge, which is the failure data 
analysis in this research.  

We support ST and the implementation of its tools with 
data analysis. We collected and analyzed failure data using 
machine learning. We applied machine learning using the 
Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm (FBGL) for association 
rule mining and the Gensim model to cluster the data. We 
considered the data analysis implementation the bottom-up 
approach, also called the hard aspect. Data analysis also 
reduces gut feelings and increases more data-driven early 
decisions. This data-driven methodology includes showing 
the failures, their size, and their causes. 

In contrast, ST and applying its and other tools is the top-
down approach or soft aspect. ST and other tools guide the 
data analysis. This guidance includes which strategy to adopt 
towards digitalization. The digitalization in this study refers to 

Condition-Base Maintenance (CBM) towards digital twins. 
Further, Systems Thinking aids in developing conceptual 
models to understand more and communicate the failures, 
their size, and their cause based on the data analysis results. In 
this study, we developed workflow analysis using swimming 
lanes for the most critical failing part, which is the gate, in this 
context, where data clustering shows these failures' natures, 
which are software, mechanical, and Human Machine 
Interface (HMI) issues. We conducted both approaches 
iteratively and recursively. The case study’s results show that 
both approaches complement each other. 

This study covers the lack of empirical research applying 
the two disciplines, i.e., ST and data analysis. ST provides the 
synthesis by investigating the case study, its aspects as a 
whole, and its relations among them. The data analysis goes 
in depth through reductionism, breaking the case study into 
more details. These two disciplines guide and support each 
other. Further, this research addresses tacit knowledge 
articulation in data and visualization using ST and SE 
methodologies in addition to the data analysis. 

In further research, we plan to conduct longitudinal 
research applying the same methodology for multiple case 
studies. Furthermore, we plan to analyze additional data 
sources, such as in-system (sensor) data.  
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APPENDIX A 

Appendix A describes the data research methodology in detail. We collected failure data from the Company. The Company 
currently uses excel sheets to maintain logs about the failure events occurring in each semi-automated parking garage. Each excel 
sheets belong to a single installation. The Company installs semi-automated parking garages primarily for private buildings with 
fast-trained users.  

The service-log data, also called maintenance records data, includes different parameters (columns) including, but not limited 
to: Date (for a maintenance event), time, telephone (for the maintenance personnel who investigated the failure event), place 
number (for which parking lot the failure event occurred), reason (possible reasons for the failure event), re-invoiced yes/no (if 
the failure event re-invoiced as it is not included within the maintenance agreement with the Company or not). These parameters 
construct the columns within the Excel sheets. 

A. Natural Language Processing 

Figure 17 visualizes a flowchart for the Natural Language Processing (NLP) methodology we conducted for the maintenance 
record data we collected from the Company. We use an introductory NLP analysis [14]. The NLP analysis we performed for the 
reason parameter (column) includes a description of the failure events. This description is a free text that is manually logged by 
the maintenance personnel. The NLP analysis included the following steps: 

• Import data. We load all the data, which are failure events. These failure events are saved as an Excel file. Further, 
we import the text of interest, which is the reason parameter (column) in our case study.  
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• Tokenization. In this step, we divided the sentences into words, commas, etc. This step includes a sub-step that 
removes the numbers that appear directly after a word. 

• Removing stop words. Stop words commonly occur in language, such as prepositions, pronouns, etc. These words 
do not add significant meaning to the sentences. We removed these words in this step.  

• Stemming & lemmatization. In this step, we reduced the words to their origin, i.e., stem base or root form, also 

called a lemma.  or instance, “engineering” or “engineers,” to its base word, “engineer.” 

• Download the output file. We saved the results from the former steps into a Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file. 

Then, we downloaded the file for the next step, i.e., association rule mining.  

 

 

Figure 17.   Flowchart for the Natural Language Processing analysis. 

B. Association rule mining 

Association rule mining involves machine learning models to analyze data. The association rule identifies frequent if-then 
associations, called association rules [64]. We used association rule mining to investigate patterns and co-occurrence among the 
words in the reason parameter, which is a text-free format  [64][66]. We investigate these patterns by finding which words 
frequently co-occur after determining the most frequent word(s).  

We used Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm (FBGL). The foundation for this algorithm is the Apriori algorithm, where the 
 B   is seen as Apriori’s modern version as it is more efficient and faster, giving the same results [67] [68]. The FBGL uses an 
expanded prefix-tree structure called the Frequent-Pattern (FB) tree to store compressed and essential data about frequent 
patterns. It is effective and scalable for mining the entire set of frequent patterns by Fragment Pattern growth (FP-tree) [69].   

Figure 18 illustrates the steps before, during, and after the association rule mining using FBGL [66]–[68]. The steps are 
following: 

• Import data. We import and read data from the last step in the NLP analysis. 

• Pre-process data. We pre-processed the data. The pre-processing included removing duplicate words. This 
duplication is the same words repeated in the same failure events. Each failure event is organized in one row in the 
Excel file. 

• Cluster using Spark. We used an open-source cluster computing tool called Apache Spark [70]. This local clustering 
aims at using the association rule mining using FBGL faster, i.e., getting results in less time.  

• Read each item. In this step, the FBGL reads each item. The item in this context refers to each word in the loaded 
file as input for this mining. We chose the item or item-set to be a one-word, 3-words phrase (trigram), 4-words 
phrase, and 5-words phrase. 

• Counting the occurrences of each item. In this step, the algorithm determines the occurrence of each item or item-
set, which is words in this context.   

• Determine support for each item or item-set. The algorithm determines the support for each item. Support reveals 
the frequency, or percentage, of co-occurrence of the item-set [64][67]. We based our decision on the value we 
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called minimum support, which is 0.01 (1%) in this case study. In other words, the item sets shall co-occur at least 
1% among the dataset, i.e., failure event data. 

• Support >= minimum support decision gate. The algorithm has a decision gate to decide whether to include the 
items in the frequent item-set. If the items do not fulfill the minimum support, we remove them. 

• Add items to frequent item-set. In this step, the FBGL includes the items to the frequent item-set if the support for 
these items is higher than or equal to the minimum support value. 

• Determine confidence for each item-set. The FBGL determines the confidence value for the added item-set from 
the former step. Confidence reveals how frequently a rule is applied. The conditional probability of the right-hand 
side given the left-hand side is another way to put this. This rule can be, for instance, which words come to the right 
of a specific word. Another example is which items (words) come together among the dataset, i.e., failure event 
data. We set up the value for the confidence to be 0.6 (60%) [64][67].  

• Confidence >= minimum confidence. The algorithm had another decision gate to decide to include the item-set. If 
the item-set does not fulfill the minimum value for the confidence, we remove it.  

• Add item-set to the frequent item-sets. The FBGL adds the item-set that fulfills the minimum value for the 
confidence to the frequent item-set. 

• Order the item-sets based on occurrences. The FBGL order the item-sets based on their occurrences.  

• Create the tree for the item-sets. The FBGL creates the tree for the item-sets based on their ordered co-occurrences. 
Each item(s) (word(s)) is a node in the tree. 

• Write results to a file. We added the results (item-set) from the former step to a CSV file. 

• Visualize results. We visualized the results (items-set). This visualization includes all the selected items or item-
sets, i.e., the most frequent unique word, most frequent unique 3-phrase words, 4-phrase words, and so forth. 

• Translate results. After the visualization, we chose the most significant results based on feedback from the industry 
and academia practitioners and the Company’s key persons. After this input, we translated the results from 
Norwegian to English. Ultimately, we visualized the most significant results we show in this study.  
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Figure 18. Flowchart showing the steps during, before, and after Association rule mining using Frequent Pattern Growth Algorithm (FBGL). 
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